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CBG’s Taxonomy team joined the annual Yukon BioBlitz in July 2022 
(Photo: Mouni You, Lands Coordinator, White River First Nation)
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A new era of innovation at CBG
Over the past 20 years, the Centre for Biodiversity Genomics (CBG) has grown from a 
fledgling to a globally recognized force in biodiversity science. By applying DNA barcoding 
and its offshoots in diverse contexts while working with scientists, conservationists, citizens, 
and industry, we’ve made a difference. In fact, DNA-based analysis is now informing many 
of today’s mainstream biodiversity monitoring and conservation practices.

Reflecting our scientific status, the Canada Foundation for Innovation recently 
committed $8.9 million through its Major Science Initiatives (MSI) Fund to help sustain 
our operations through 2029. As just 19 organizations are supported by MSI, it’s an 
indication of the CBG’s maturation into a key research facility for Canada. When coupled 
with the $24 million award from the Transformation 2020 competition run by the New 
Frontiers in Research Fund and $7 million from the LSARP competition supported by 
Genome Canada and the Ontario Ministry of Colleges and Universities, the CBG is well 
positioned to expand its contributions to biodiversity science. We will use these funds to 
build our research capacity, priming the CBG for a burst of innovation.

While it’s tough to progress science without funding, it’s even tougher to advance it 
without a motivated, talented team and this is where the CBG shines like a supernova. Your 
hard work and dedication lie at the heart of the CBG’s success. 

Feel proud.

Paul Hebert, Director
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https://biodiversitygenomics.net/
https://www.innovation.ca/
https://www.innovation.ca/apply-manage-awards/funding-opportunities/major-science-initiatives-fund
https://www.sshrc-crsh.gc.ca/funding-financement/nfrf-fnfr/transformation/2020/award_recipients-titulaires_subvention-eng.aspx
https://www.sshrc-crsh.gc.ca/funding-financement/nfrf-fnfr/index-eng.aspx
https://www.sshrc-crsh.gc.ca/funding-financement/nfrf-fnfr/index-eng.aspx
https://www.ontariogenomics.ca/funding-opportunities/awarded-projects/large-scale-applied-research-project-competition-lsarp/
https://genomecanada.ca/
https://www.ontario.ca/page/ministry-colleges-universities


Major Science Initiatives Fund
The Canada Foundation for Innovation (CFI) has awarded $8.9 million in new funding to 
the CBG as part of the Major Science Initiatives Fund. The funding will support the CBG’s 
team that includes 120 researchers, highly qualified personnel, and administrative staff. It 
will also help to maintain the CBG’s leading-edge equipment and technologies that are 
integral to the Centre’s day-to-day operations. Read the full news release at U of G News.

The CFI also published a story highlighting the CBG’s work – read the full feature here.

Assessing seafloor biodiversity in log 
handling areas
Coastal habitats are critical for the health, livelihoods, and social well-being of Canadian 
communities and a new BIOSCAN-Canada project is investigating biodiversity in log 
handling and storage areas in British Columbia’s Howe Sound.

Wood waste from log handling areas typically falls to the seafloor and does not 
decompose, degrading natural habitats and reducing the number of species that can 
survive in these spaces.

Jessica Schultz, a PhD candidate at the University of Guelph joined BIOSCAN-Canada 
partner, Biologica, to collect seafloor sediment samples in around Gambier Island. The 
samples will be barcoded to build a reference library to increase efficiency of biomonitoring 
while decreasing costs.

This project will address key challenges in applying DNA-based methods to monitoring 
marine environments. The project also aims to build a barcode reference library for seafloor 
animals, refine methods for using DNA to study the impact of wood waste, and evaluate 
the strengths and limitations of DNA-based methods compared to visual identification.
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https://news.uoguelph.ca/2022/08/centre-for-biodiversity-genomics-receives-8-9-million-boost/
https://www.innovation.ca/projects-results/research-stories/cataloguing-all-worlds-living-things-centre-biodiversity-genomics
https://bioscancanada.org/
https://biologica.ca/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nHOdg0VrdPQ


Local f ield technicians share highlights 
from Arctic BIOSCAN field season
This year’s Arctic BIOSCAN biodiversity 
monitoring activities expanded outside 
Cambridge Bay and Kugluktuk to include 
Kugaaruk, Gjoa Haven, and Taloyoak. The 
expansion was made possible by continuing 
support from Polar Knowledge Canada and new 
funding from the SOI Foundation’s Blue Futures 
Pathway program, which together enabled 
Arctic BIOSCAN’s coordinating team to hire a 
group of field technicians in four communities 
across Nunavut. 

These Nunavummiut youth have brought new 
energy and local knowledge to Arctic BIOSCAN’s 
work, and it has been exciting to have them on 
board this field season!

Meet the Arctic BIOSCAN field technicians
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Kristen McCabe, Tad Tulurialik, Carter Lear, and Elise Imbeau (Photo: Étienne Lanoue)

“Many of the things I have 
learned working with Arctic 
BIOSCAN are interesting 
to me,” says Carter, “but 
the most interesting thing 
is probably the diversity of 
insects in the Arctic, how 
they all play their part in 
their ecosystems and even 
in our lives. I would love to 
make a career out of this 
someday.”

https://arcticbioscan.ca/
https://www.canada.ca/en/polar-knowledge.html
https://soifoundation.org/
https://soifoundation.org/en/bfp/
https://soifoundation.org/en/bfp/
https://ibol.org/news/meet-arctic-bioscans-2022-field-technicians/


Forest Pests Project
The Forest Pests Project launched this 
summer to assess emerald ash borer, spongy 
moth larvae, eastern tent caterpillars, and fall 
webworm at numerous sites across Ontario.

This research is part of the BIOSCAN-Canada 
Species Interactions research theme which 
will analyze symbiomes to improve our 
understanding of biological communities.

Read more about CBG’s forest pests 
research in Guelph Today.
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Reid Harrop, CBG Collections Unit, extracts an Emerald Ash Borer from a tree near Brockville, ON 
(Photo: Chris Ho) Below, Hillary Hale collecting spongy moths at the Arboretum

https://bioscancanada.org/
https://www.guelphtoday.com/local-news/u-of-g-researchers-seeing-fewer-spongy-moths-in-guelph-parks-5437175
https://www.guelphtoday.com/local-news/u-of-g-researchers-seeing-fewer-spongy-moths-in-guelph-parks-5437175


Yukon BioBlitz in Beaver Creek
Mikko Pentinsaari, Associate Director, Taxonomy Unit and Chris Ho, Bioinformatics 
Coordinator travelled to Whitehorse in mid-July to participate in the Yukon BioBlitz in 
Beaver Creek. They joined dozens of scientists and amateur naturalists in collecting data 
on animals, fungi, and plants.

The Beaver Creek BioBlitz was hosted by the Yukon Department of Environment and the 
Yukon South Beringia, a group of governments, institutions and organizations working to 
conserve species at risk in the Yukon South Beringia region.

The data collected by Mikko and Chris will contribute to the CBG’s Arctic BIOSCAN and 
BIOSCAN-Canada projects.
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Mikko Pentinsaari (right) at the Yukon BioBlitz (Photo: Chris Ho)

https://yukon.ca/bioblitz
https://www.yukonsouthberingia.ca/
https://arcticbioscan.ca/


The Scope
Nearly every day, a new delivery of specimens awaiting analysis arrives at the CBG. Samples 
arrive in bottles, whirlpacks, micro plates, and museum specimen boxes. Each delivery enters 
the CBG’s unique pipeline for processing: Collections, Genomics, Imaging, and Informatics.

Here are some recent project highlights:

• The CBG has received more than 2,550 bottles of samples from our Lifeplan project 
collaborators, including a recent shipment from a Lifeplan project in Madagascar.

• Araba BIOSCAN Malaise trap samples from a citizen science project in Canberra, Australia

• Researchers analyze mosquitoes and biting flies as part of the Target Malaria project in Ghana.

• McCain Farms of the Future soil samples await analysis as part of a push for more research 
to support regenerative agricultural practices in Canada’s food production industry.

• Collections staff are processing more than 50,000 Arctic specimens collected across Nunavut, 
and at the Yukon BioBlitz as part of the Arctic BIOSCAN and BIOSCAN-Canada projects.

• Chicago’s Walder Foundation supported the analysis of 3 million specimens collected in 
Costa Rica as part of the BioAlfa project. With 2.8 million specimens processed to date, we 
are close to reaching our project goals.

• Global Malaise Program samples from Pakistan, Argentina, Mexico, Surinam, and Egypt 
will contribute to important insect diversity data.

• BIOSCAN samples have arrived from Thailand, representing biodiversity at 20 sites across 
f ive national parks.

• BIOSCAN samples from South Africa’s National Botanical Gardens Malaise Program have 
arrived, representing 22 insect traps across 11 gardens. Learn more about the NBGMP
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Cicadellidae. Collected: Puntarenas, Costa Rica, 2020 (Photo: Centre for Biodiversity Genomics)

https://www2.helsinki.fi/en/projects/lifeplan
https://stangeia.hobern.net/araba-bioscan-project/
https://ibol.org/barcodebulletin/illuminations/using-dna-barcodes-in-the-fight-against-malaria/
https://www.mccain.com/sustainability/smart-sustainable-farming/
https://www.walderfoundation.org/news/tiny-insects-big-revelations
https://ibol.org/barcodebulletin/features/how-a-tropical-country-can-dna-barcode-itself/
https://biodiversitygenomics.net/projects/gmp/
https://www.acdb.co.za/nbgmp-overview
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Zjl4DGwy__s&t=5s


CBG’s new EDI Committee
Working with U of G’s Office of Diversity and Human Rights, the CBG has published its first 
Equity, Diversity, and Inclusion Policy.

The CBG has also established an EDI Committee to support realization of the goals 
stated in its EDI Policy. This Committee oversees the EDI framework and ensures that 
organizational policies are fully implemented. The goal is to create an inclusive work culture 
where every individual feels safe, respected, included, and encouraged to contribute, and 
where everyone experiences a sense of belonging and thrives.

Our EDI Policy and framework will grow and evolve as we learn from each other and our 
collaborating communities on how best to work together in an equitable and respectful, 
authentic way. As such, the Policy is reviewed and revised on an annual basis.
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https://biodiversitygenomics.net/site/wp-content/uploads/2022/03/EDI-Feb2022.pdf

